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Extracting Specific Information

44 At the ZooAt the Zoo
Unit

Rita: What is this animal?

Daniel: This is a chicken. 

Rita: Where is the chicken?

Daniel: It is near the cage. 

We use ‘this is’ or ‘they are’ 
to talk about what things are.

We talk about where things 
are with prepositions.

Which picture shows the chicken?

 A.  B.  C.

Rita and Daniel are looking at a picture. Listen carefully and fill 
in the table.

Who? Where? Colour of the clothes?

Miss Chan 1 orange

2 near the slide 3

Polly 4 purple

   

Warm-upWarm-upWarm-up

Listen to the recording and pay attention to the question words.

 what   where   who
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Sandy and her dad are looking at a leaflet about a new zoo. 
Listen carefully and complete the missing information.

Date:

Text Type: Text Type: LeafletLeaflet

Wild Animals Zoo
Welcome to Wild Animals Zoo! You can see many cute animals here!

Bird Wonderland
There are 1   
birds in Bird Wonderland.
Come and hear the birds sing !

Big Cats Park
There are ten 2   in 
Big Cats Park. You can see many 
of them 3  .

Monkey Land
There are 4   
monkeys in Monkey Land. There 
are some monkey babies too ! 
You can see them on the trees.

Listen for the question words 
to get the information.
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Sandy, her mum and her dad are in the new zoo. Listen carefully 
and choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

1  How many elephants are there?

 A. five

 B. seven

 C. nine

2  Where are the giraffes?

 A. next to the elephants

 B. next to the trees

 C. next to the cage

3  Which picture shows a hippo?

 A.  B.  C.

4  The zebras are eating .

 A.  B.  C.

Listen for the question words 
to get the information.

What colour is the hippo? 
Where is it?

Text Type: Text Type: ConversationConversation


